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VENUE (please specify the address etc.): 
 
 
 
 

 

General Notes / Checked 

Are 25m and 50m ranges indoor or outdoor  

Preparation area, changing room  

How many spectators’ seats are available  

How many VIP seats are available  

Is a Media area provided, if yes how many places are 
available 

 

Is an area for photographers available  

Is there a common firing line for 10m, 25m and 50m  

Is an award ceremony area provided  

Are ISSF signs or/and flags shown  

Is an electronic screen/scoreboard provided  

Are spectators’ monitors for each athlete provided  

Are chairs for coaches provided (in the competition 
area) 

 

Are chairs for jury members provided (in the  
competition area) 

 

How far is the reporting area from the competition 
area  

 

Is there a mixed zone provided, if yes how far from 
competition area 

 

Is firing point free of movement or vibration  

Firing points and targets clearly numbered  

PDC ( Pellet Discharge Cylinder, Air and small bore)  

Countdown clock and brightness of the display  

Large synchronised clock at each end of the hall  

Notices re: no smoking, mobile phones, flash  
photography, ear plugs using and available, etc. 

 

Is there a disabled access  

Sufficient space for officials and Jury  

Distance behind firing line, minimum 7 m  

Are backing targets for 25 m and 50 m provided  
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Are the measurements for targets, firing points and  other range equipment according 
to the Rules, if not specify below: 

10m Notes / Checked 

Number of firing points (minimum 10)  

Size of firing point, minimum 1 m wide  

Target System  

Make  

Make of paper targets or bands if EST  

Paper targets checked for dimensions  

EST checked for functioning and accuracy under the 
supervision of the Technical Delegate 

 

Finals range general lighting, minimum 500 LUX  

Finals range target lighting, minimum 1500 LUX; 
recommended minimum 1800 LUX 

 

Finals range firing line lighting, minimum 1000 LUX; 
on new ranges near to 1500 LUX recommended 

 

50m Notes / Checked 

Number of firing points (minimum 10)  

Size of firing point, minimum 1.25 x 2.50 m wide  

Target system  

Make  

Make of paper targets  

Paper targets checked for dimensions  

EST checked for functioning and accuracy under 
the supervision of the Technical Delegate 

 

Finals range target lighting, minimum 1500 LUX; 
recommended minimum 3000 LUX 

 

Finals range general lighting, minimum 500 LUX  

Finals range firing line lighting 1000 LUX, on 
new ranges near to 1500 LUX recommended 

 

8 Equipment Changes Boxes prepared  
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25m Notes / Checked 
Number of target groups (minimum 2) (middle target 
of each group is the reserve target for 25m Pistol) 

 

Size of firing point 1.5m square for 25m RFP   

Size of firing point 1.m x1.5m for 25m Pistol   

Target system  

Make  

Make of paper targets  

Paper targets checked for dimensions  

EST checked for functioning and accuracy under the 
supervision of the Technical Delegate 

 

Finals range target lighting, minimum 1500 LUX; 
recommended minimum 2500 LUX 

 

Finals range general lighting, minimum 500 LUX  

Finals range firing line lighting 1000 LUX, on 
new ranges near to 1500 LUX recommended 

 

Separated transparent firing points screens   

45 degree reference lines on the range walls or          
sections 

 

8 Equipment Changes Boxes prepared (for 25m 
Women Finals), and 6 for the 25m RFP. 

 

Comments 

 
 
 
 
 
 

If necessary use separate sheet! 
 
 
 
 
_______________________ ____________________________________

     Place, Date    Signature of the Technical Delegate(s) 
 


